
On the matter of study of silting of 
water storages in the Republic of 

Uzbekistan



Table 1
List of water storages of Uzbekistan as it was

on  1 January 2007, mln. m3

At present there are 52 water 
storages in Uzbekistan with the 
designed storage capacity of more 
than 2 mln. m3, including 34 
operating water storages and 18 
ones which are under construction 
and being designed.   The list of 
water storages is given below in 
Table 1.



Table 1 (continued)
The biggest water storages of Uzbekistan are used 
in combination and are designed mainly for 
irrigation purposes, for power sector and industry. 
Table 2 demonstrates the main functions and 
purposes of these water storages use.   
It is difficult to assess correctly the current 
conditions of water storages in Uzbekistan. 
First, the observations on the debris flow in rivers 
are incomplete or scanty which does not provide for 
assessment of the changes of the effective storage 
capacity of water storages since the beginning of 
their operating with the required accuracy.   
Second, there are no gauging lines on several 
rivers for the measurements of discharge of the 
surface flow inflowing the water storage, including 
the outflow of sediments or the gauging lines are in 
the backwater.  
Third, the observations of level, filling and regime of 
water storages are conducted by several 
authorities and departments defined by their 
management which hampers the conduction of 
operative monitoring and comprehensive 
estimation of the current conditions 
Third, after 1985 the soundings of water storages 
for estimation of the degree of their silting are 
almost ceased at all. 



Main morphometric
characteristics of the biggest 
water storages of Uzbekistan



Table 2

NESL - normal effective storage level



The biggest water storages of Uzbekistan regarding their storageThe biggest water storages of Uzbekistan regarding their storage capacity are: capacity are: TyuyamuyunTyuyamuyun, , TalimardzhanTalimardzhan, , 
CharvakCharvak and and AndizhanAndizhan the storage capacity of each being more than 1,5 km3.  Total stthe storage capacity of each being more than 1,5 km3.  Total storage capacity of all orage capacity of all 
water storages is water storages is 18,7 18,7 kmkm3. 3. This is two times more than the proper water resources of riversThis is two times more than the proper water resources of rivers of Uzbekistan of Uzbekistan 
which demonstrates their role in the waterwhich demonstrates their role in the water--management system of Uzbekistan.   management system of Uzbekistan.   
The main water resources of Uzbekistan are being formed in mounThe main water resources of Uzbekistan are being formed in mountains where the vegetation is sparse. tains where the vegetation is sparse. 

There are not many forests in the mountains of Central Asia, theThere are not many forests in the mountains of Central Asia, the mountainmountain--forming rocks and soils  are easily forming rocks and soils  are easily 
washed out. In the foothills the main types of soil are presentewashed out. In the foothills the main types of soil are presented with: the loessd with: the loess--like loam, like loam, micaceousmicaceous slate and slate and 
shale. That is why the rivers are rather turbid, especially, shale. That is why the rivers are rather turbid, especially, AmudaryaAmudarya, , SurkhandaryaSurkhandarya, , KashkadaryaKashkadarya, , 
ZeravshanZeravshan. . AmudaryaAmudarya is one of the not numerous rivers of the world where the water is one of the not numerous rivers of the world where the water turbidity is 10 kg/m3. turbidity is 10 kg/m3. 
Sometimes its turbidity reaches 21 ton/m3. This results in the iSometimes its turbidity reaches 21 ton/m3. This results in the intensive silting of water storages. ntensive silting of water storages. TyuyamuyunTyuyamuyun
and Southand South--SurkhanSurkhan water storages are silted very fast.  This  is clearly manifestwater storages are silted very fast.  This  is clearly manifested on Fig. 1 for ed on Fig. 1 for TyuyamuyunTyuyamuyun
water storage and on Fig. 2 water storage and on Fig. 2 –– for Southfor South--SurkhanSurkhan water storage. Its storage capacity reduced on 38% during water storage. Its storage capacity reduced on 38% during 
17 years of its operation. 17 years of its operation. 

Кривые объемов Тюямуюнского вдхр.
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Кривые объёмов Южно-Сурхансого вдхр.
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During 30 years of operation the storage capacity of 
South-Surkhan water storage reduced also for 30%.

The activities on afforestation of river basins where 
the water storages are located are not carried out. 
The washing measures are not practiced for water 
storages in Uzbekistan as well as their mechanical 

cleaning. These activities were fulfilled before only in 
the headraces of the water-intake hydrosystems. 


